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General questions
        

 You are allowed to place an obstacle on the hex with enemy unit if this unit is adjacent to your unit and you get this
        choice in Special Reserve Roll.  However, you can't place a roadblock or a hedgehog on the hex with tanks.
 Follow the order in the table of Victory Event Roll Results, not the sentence in rules which says you have to finish with
        flags. 
 If there is a special condition about building a pontoon bridge in scenario briefing, follow exactly this special condition.

Part 1: Battle of Normandy

 p. 16 - Special Reserve Roll  
        "When rolled before the Breakout" amend to read "When rolled in the Breakout" in Axis part. If you roll Flag and Star in
        Special Reserve Roll and choose to advance your unit up to 2 hexes according to rules, you can move your unit without
        movement restriction. However, it still applies that you can't move on an impassable terrain hex.
 p.19 - Flanking Caen  
        The Axis Grand Campaign box should read "If you win the Campaign after Withdrawal from Hill 112 or Hill 112" instead
        of "If you win the Campaign after Hill 112". 
 p. 20 - Securing the Flank  
        Setup should mention 3 sandbags instead of 2.
 p.24 – The Breakout  
        "The Breakout" campaign has a specific Special Reserve Roll application apart from the result that would occur in
        the other campaigns. The effects are different and not cumulative (ie. the Axis player wouldn't get to both advance a
        unit and place wire in "the Breakout" campaign, they would just get to advance a unit). 
 p.25 – The Breakout  
        If the Axis win the campaign after "Operation Cobra", the Grand Campaign should move on to "Falaise" not "Early
        Falaise". However, if the Axis win "Op. Cobra", they move to "Counter-Attack on Mortain" and after this scenario they
        move to "Falaise" campaign.
 p. 28 - Taking Caen   
      The last column in the Objective Track for Allies is missing: if you gain all 4 objectives, you will get 3 Victory Points.
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Part 2: Unternehmen Fall Gelb

 The pages of the "Fall Gelb" campaign have a typing error at the bottom right corner. Where it should read "Fall Gelb" it
         reads "Fall Geld" instead.
 p.44 – Bodange  
        Setup should mention 1 Roadblock instead of Abattis.
 p.46 - Heavy Tank Track  
         The example is wrong - the title should be "The Crossing of the Meuse" and the text should read "The Axis player
        managed to destroy 4 Heavy Tank units. As a consequence, he receives 3 additional Victory Points."  As Heavy Tanks are
        considered only French Elite 4-figures tank units. There is also a misprint in an example table – "0" should be there in
        number of destroyed tanks instead of "0 – 2".
 p. 46 - Air-power token  
        The Allied player can get and use an Air-power token in Special Reserve Rolls, i.e. to activate RAF Squadrons. It still
         applies that he can't use Air-power or Air Sortie cards.
 p. 50 - Fort Eban-Emael  
         Considerations about this scenario: 
         1.Bunkers are not really bunkers; they represent artillery turrets, so nobody can use them as bunkers.
         2.Turrets do block LOS.
         3.Turrets are objectives only for the Axis player.
         4.For the Allies, It is not possible to bring a tank reinforcement unit onto the top of the fort.
         5.No units can exit the top of the fort, so a flag will mean a figure loss if there is no retreat path.
         6.No reserve unit reinforcement for the Axis player as their baseline is impassable terrain.
         7.All hexes inside the hills are at the same level (height) as the hills since hills represent the walls of the fort, and
         fortress hexes are also effectively at the same level.
 p. 53 -  Moerdijk Bridges  
        The tank reinforcement can enter the map on road hex "to Breda“  or by a nearby hex if this hex is occupied.
 p.59 - Battle of the Lys  
        Setup should mention 8 sandbags instead of 1.
 p.66-67 - The Crossing of the Meuse  
        The green arrow from "Camouflaged in Monthermé" to "De Gaulle to the Rescue" should be red. 
 p.68 - The Crossing of the Meuse  
        The box "Camouflaged in Monthermé" should read "Play De Gaulle to the Rescue next" instead of "Play Breakout at
        Sedan next". 
 p. 62 – Bouvignes Bridgehead  
        The French bank of the River Meuse is west. The Germans are in the east.
 p. 64 - Défense du Cateau   
        The victory conditions for the Axis player are 5 medals including the temporary medal-objective of "Le Cateau". So, if
        the Axis player wins this scenario, he earns only 5 medals (even if he kills all the Allied units). There is no other option. 
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Part 3: Operation Barbarossa

 p.81 - Strategic Reserve Pool  
        The Reserve token is a French one while it should be a Russian one. 
 p.89 – Smolensk  
        The US medal should be a Russian medal. Also the unfinished river isn't bug. You could replace this tile with a
        Headwater tile. Even without this is the map correct and functional.
 p.99 - Velikaya Bridgehead  
        Duplicated town hex in the setup.
 p.100 – Ingermanland  
        Setup should mention Abattis.
 p.101 - Luga bridges  
        The forked railroad tile is not the good one in the setup.
 p.102 - Ivanovskoye Bridgehead  
        Setup mentions 5x curved roads, but there's only one on the map. Setup does not mention any roads, while there are 5
        of them on the map. 
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